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Summary  
 

By embracing technology in the classroom instead of ignoring or banning it, every educator can 

promote deeper learning across all subjects and year levels. In this concise, reader-friendly guide, Scott 

McLeod and Julie Graber outline a clear approach that helps busy teachers use digital learning tools to 

redesign familiar lessons and units as well as design new ones. Using the 4 Shifts Protocol, Harnessing 

Technology for Deeper Learning imparts valuable strategies for avoiding missteps, overcoming 

implementation challenges and (re)designing instruction that is both meaningful and engaging. 
 

This quick guide will help F–12 teachers and administrators: 

• use the 4 Shifts Protocol to focus on (1) deeper thinking and learning, (2) authentic work, (3) 

student agency and personalisation and (4) technology infusion 

• consider current frameworks and the challenge of integrating technology in schools 

• discover how to create successful digital learning environments that encourage academic growth 

by focusing on standards 

• employ the 4 Shifts Protocol to adjust and improve current lessons, units and activities 

• study scenarios from multiple subjects and year levels. 
 

Solutions Series: Solutions for Creating the Learning Spaces Students Deserve reimagines the norms 

defining F–12 education. In a short, reader-friendly format, these books challenge traditional thinking 

about schooling and encourage readers to question their beliefs about what real teaching and learning 

look like in action. 
 

Other Resources  
 

• Reimaging Literacy Through Global Collaboration (SOT3829) 

• Creating a Culture of Feedback (SOT5541) 

• Making Learning Flow (SOT3905) 
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